Correlation between bulk material defects and spectroscopic response in cadmium zinc telluride detectors
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ABSTRACT

One of the critical challenges for large area cadmium zinc telluride (CdZnTe) detector arrays is obtaining material capable of uniform imaging and spectroscopic response. Two complementary nondestructive techniques for characterizing bulk CdZnTe have been developed to identify material with a uniform response. The first technique, infrared transmission imaging, allows for rapid visualization of bulk defects. The second technique, x-ray spectral mapping, provides a map of the material spectroscopic response when it is configured as a planar detector. The two techniques have been used to develop a correlation between bulk defect type and detector performance. The correlation allows for the use of infrared imaging to rapidly develop wafer mining maps. The mining of material free of detrimental defects has the potential to dramatically increase the yield and quality of large area CdZnTe detector arrays.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cadmium zinc telluride (CdZnTe) has become a key detector technology for hard x-ray and gamma ray astronomy. One class of astronomy instruments will use large area single focal plane array detectors in conjunction with a focusing optic. In addition, the medical imaging community is interested in developing large area CdZnTe detector arrays. Because of this common interest, Goddard Space Flight Center and the University of Arizona are collaborating to produce 64 by 64 pixel detectors with 380 μm pitch pixels. The detectors require 26.9 by 26.9 mm specimens with thickness up to 2 mm. One challenge for these arrays is to obtain CdZnTe specimens of this size with uniform spectroscopic response. In this paper, we will describe two complementary nondestructive techniques for characterizing CdZnTe. The first technique, infrared (IR) transmission imaging, allows for rapid visualization of bulk defects such as cracks, grain and twin boundaries decorated with tellurium inclusions, voids and dispersed tellurium inclusions. The second technique, x-ray spectral mapping, involves configuring the bulk material as a planar detector and exposing an area to a collimated beam of photons of variable energy. This interrogation is repeated in a scanning process to create a spatial map of spectral response. The two techniques have been used to develop a correlation between bulk material defects and detector response. Based on this correlation, a wafer-scale mapping program was implemented with eV Products. Polished wafer slices provided by eV Products were IR imaged to identify areas with the best potential for producing detectors with a uniform spectral response. The selected areas were then cut from the wafers and their spectroscopic response was mapped.

2. EXPERIMENT

2.1. Infrared Transmission Imaging

Numerous investigators have used IR transmission imaging to document the distribution of bulk defects in CdZnTe. Most IR transmission imaging is performed using silicon CCD cameras operating at wavelengths just beyond the visible range. These setups typically use an incandescent light as a radiation source. Instead of a silicon CCD camera, we use an...
Inframetrics Model 600 IR radiometer that operates in the 8 to 12 micrometer bandwidth and has a liquid nitrogen cooled (77 °K) mercury cadmium telluride (HgCdTe) detector. A large area calibrated black body set at 70 °C is used as the source of radiation. The setup, which is shown in Figure 1, includes a 3-axis stage for specimen manipulation and a PC based Inframetrics ThermaGRAM™ data acquisition system for image acquisition, averaging and storage. A wide range of lenses, including a microscope objective, is employed to optimize defect imaging. Figure 2 is a typical IR transmission image of a 26.9 by 26.9 by 2 mm thick CdZnTe specimen from eV Products. This image, which is the mosaic of six images obtained using an optic with a 16.3 by 12.7 mm field of view, was selected because it shows the types of bulk defects historically encountered in material obtained from eV Products. These defects include grain and twin boundaries decorated with tellurium inclusions and pipe-like voids.

Figure 2. IR transmission image.
2.2. X-ray Spectral Mapping

Several investigators have developed systems to perform spatial mapping of electrical properties of CdZnTe that are deemed critical to detector performance. The most commonly measured properties are leakage current, which is an indication of material resistivity, and the electron and hole mobility-lifetime products, which are either directly measured using an alpha particle source or inferred from alpha particle pulse height measurements. However, the most useful map would directly measure the material response to monochromatic radiation with energies that span the range of interest. This typically means using a radioactive isotope as a photon source. In addition, when mapping the material uniformity, the resolution (spot size and step size) should be on a sub-pixel scale. As noted earlier, the arrays currently under development at Goddard Space Flight Center and the University of Arizona have 380 μm pitch pixels. Hence, it is desirable to map the material response using 100 μm resolution. Collimators of this size dramatically reduce the photon flux from an isotope source, and hence mapping large areas at this resolution is time intensive.

![X-ray spectral mapping setup](image)

Figure 3. X-ray spectral mapping setup.

With speed in mind, we selected a 160 kV microfocus x-ray tube instead of radioactive isotopes as a source of photons. The x-ray tube produces an extremely high number of photons even when the source is collimated to beam diameters as small as 100 μm. The limit on the photon flux is not determined by the tube, but by pulse pileup. The high photon count rates (1x10⁵ counts per second) allow for spectrum accumulation times as low as three seconds. The spectrum from the x-ray tube, which has a tungsten target, consists of bremsstrahlung as well as the characteristic x-ray lines of the tungsten target. Conveniently, the tungsten k-alpha line has an energy of approximately 59.3 keV, which is near the midpoint of the energy range of proposed hard x-ray astronomy missions. With three second counting times, we can acquire a spectrum with approximately 1000 counts in the peak channel, i.e., the tungsten k-alpha line.

For spectrum acquisition, the CdZnTe specimen is setup as a planar detector. Depending on the specimen size, the anode side of the detector may be a single planar contact or several large pixels with a guard ring. The pixels, whose size is based on...
leakage current noise, are typically 15 by 15 mm or smaller for high pressure Bridgeman CdZnTe. The nominal bias is 100 Volts per mm of material thickness. We have 500, 250 and 100 μm diameter collimators. The biased specimen is moved relative to the collimated x-ray beam using a 4 axis motorized stage with a PC based controller. A simple pulse height analysis system is used to acquire the spectra. The multi-channel analyzer (MCA) and the motion are both controlled using LabView™. The LabView™ program is also used to extract and store data from the acquired spectra. Plots of peak channel, counts in the peak channel and the ratio of the peak channel counts to background (40 keV) counts are generated. The entire system configuration is shown in Figure 3, and a typical spectrum from the tube is shown in Figure 4.

![Typical spectrum from x-ray tube as detected by a planar CdZnTe detector.](image)

3. RESULTS

3.1. Correlation Data

One goal of the CdZnTe characterization work is to establish a correlation between IR transmission images and spectral maps. This correlation would be used to provide crystal growers with feedback on the types and population densities of bulk defects that are deleterious to detector performance. The initial correlation work was performed on three eV Products discriminator grade 15 by 15 by 2 mm CdZnTe specimens from our program to develop strip detectors. Figure 5 shows an IR transmission image and the corresponding spectral map obtained from one specimen. For the spectral map, the specimen had approximately 14 by 14 mm planar gold contacts on both sides. A 100 μm collimator was used, and the specimen was moved in 250 μm steps. These images show a correlation between poor detector response and a grain boundary decorated with tellurium inclusions. The same results were seen in the remaining two specimens.

Similar results were obtained using a 500 μm collimator and a 500 μm step size on a set of nine 26.9 by 26.9 by 2 mm CdZnTe specimens also obtained from eV Products. The larger collimator and step size were used to reduce the mapping time. For these specimens, four large pixels (12.6 by 12.6 mm) were used and each pixel was mapped independently. While mapping a single pixel, all four pixels and a guard-ring were biased. Figure 6 shows a representative correlation. Again, tellurium decorated grain boundaries result in a corresponding poor detector response. Similar results were obtained from the remaining specimens and based on the mapping results, only one of the nine specimens was accepted by Goddard Space Flight Center for a focal plane detector.
Based on the spectral maps and IR transmission images from the two sets of specimens, we developed a correlation between bulk defects visible in the IR and detector performance. The data showed a strong correlation between poor detector response and tellurium decorated grain boundaries. This finding is consistent with results previously reported in the literature.\cite{6,7}

Figure 5. (a) IR transmission image of a portion of eV Products specimen 1182-17 showing a grain boundary decorated with tellurium inclusions. (b) X-ray spectral map of eV Products specimen 1182-17 showing poor spectral response in the area of the decorated grain boundary.

Figure 6. (a) IR transmission image of eV Products specimen 1185 showing two grain boundaries decorated with tellurium inclusions. (b) X-ray spectral map (counts in peak channel) of eV Products specimen 1185-1 showing poor detector response in the regions of the decorated grain boundaries.
Twin boundaries decorated with a lower density of tellurium inclusions, which were present in the set of nine larger specimens, did not produce degradation in detector performance when mapped using a 500 µm collimator. Others have reported that decorated twins as well as tilt boundaries degrade detector performance. The effects of voids, which are in the form of pipe, depend on several factors including the proximity to the surface and the proximity to other pipes. Lone pipes located near the mid-plane of a specimen have little or no effect on detector performance. Pipe located near one surface and groups of pipe with various through-the-thickness positions can produce poor detector performance. Dispersed telluride inclusions appear to have no deleterious effects on detector performance. This finding has also been previously reported, and is not surprising because of the small size of the inclusions (approximately 5 to 10 µm) compared to the size of the collimated beam (100-500 µm).

3.2. Wafer Scale Mapping

Even with the high photon flux provided by the x-ray tube, the estimated time required to perform spectral mapping of an entire 5 inch diameter CdZnTe wafer at a 500 µm resolution is 80 hours. Based on the population densities of typical bulk defects in CdZnTe, a large portion of this time would be spent mapping regions with no chance of yielding large area detectors. Our correlation data suggests that an initial IR transmission screening of an entire wafer can identify areas which have the best potential for yielding large defect free specimens. In essence, IR transmission imaging could be used to generate mining maps.

Figure 7. IR transmission image of an wafer slice from an ingot.
In order to help us test this hypothesis, eV Products supplied numerous 2 mm thick polished CdZnTe wafer slices that were cut perpendicular to the ingot growth direction. We performed IR transmission imaging on the slices to locate areas that could yield uniform 26.9 by 26.9 mm specimens. Figure 7 shows a typical IR image of a wafer slice. In order to increase the yield, defects located near the corners of a specimen were deemed acceptable, as the instrument application uses a circular detection area approximately centered on the square detector.

![Figure 7](image1.png)

Figure 7. X-ray spectral map of a specimen mined from a wafer slice based on IR transmission images. The plots of counts in the peak channel show good uniformity in spectroscopic response.

![Figure 8](image2.png)

Figure 8. X-ray spectral map of a specimen mined from a wafer slice based on IR transmission images. The plots of the peak channel show good uniformity in spectroscopic response. The line in the lower right quadrant corresponds to a decorated grain boundary.

![Figure 9](image3.png)
The first nine wafer slices, which came from two different ingots, yielded nine locations for mining. All nine of the specimens came from one set of four slices, and one slice from this set yielded three specimens. The remaining set of five wafer slices yielded no specimens. During the cutting of the specimens from the slices, one was lost due to cracking at a grain boundary near a corner. The remaining eight specimens were returned for x-ray spectral mapping.

The initial mapping was performed using a 250 μm collimator and 250 μm step size. Again, the specimens were configured with four pixels and a guard ring for the mapping. Based on the mapping results, seven of the eight specimens were purchased from eV Products. This is a dramatic increase in the yield of large area specimens.

We are now in the process of mapping the purchased specimens using a 100 μm collimator and 100 μm step size so that the very best pieces can be selected for the flight detectors. Figure 8 shows the high resolution map from one specimen with a uniform spectroscopic response. Figure 9 shows a specimen with a corner grain which was detected in the IR and deemed to be outside the critical detection area. This specimen also contained three decorated twin boundaries which transversed the entire specimen width. The twins produced no degradation in spectroscopic response. These results show that IR imaging can be used to successfully identify areas within wafer slices that will produce uniform detector response.

4. CONCLUSIONS

IR transmission images of wafer slices of CdZnTe from eV Products have been successfully used to identify large area detector specimens with uniform spectroscopic response. The IR images readily detect grain boundaries decorated with tellurium inclusions, which are the most detrimental bulk defects in high pressure Bridgeman CdZnTe obtained from eV Products. The other two types of bulk defects in the wafer slices, decorated twins and dispersed tellurium inclusions, had no detrimental effect on detector performance at spatial resolutions as low as 100 μm. We have also demonstrated that a x-ray tube can be used as a source of photons for x-ray spectroscopic mapping. The key advantage of using a x-ray tube is the high photon flux, which translates to short counting times.
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